
Cam Newton Involved in Car Crash 
     As many people may have already found out, Cam 
Newton (the Carolina Panthers' quarterback), was involved in 
a car crash on Tuesday (12-9-14).  Reports say that his truck 
and a car collided causing his truck to roll over several times 
while he was driving in Charlotte, North Carolina.  He was 
soon taken to a hospital to 
see what the injuries were.   
Newton has two fractures in his 
back now, due to the crash.   
Thankfully, he did not suffer  
any life-threatening injuries  
and is hopefully beginning to  
recuperate.  Get well soon Cam!     -Bryson B. 
 
 
 
 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Our	  website,	  AWActionNews.	  
weebly.com,	  is	  easily	  accessible	  through	  

a	  link	  the	  school	  homepage.	  

	  Duck	  Hunt	  If	  you	  were	  
wondering	  who	  that	  new	  dog	  
character	  is	  in	  Super	  Smash	  Bros	  for	  
Wii	  U.	  	  He’s	  from	  Duck	  Hunt,	  
a	  popular	  game	  that	  came	  out	  in	  
1984.	  This	  game	  is	  quite	  old	  but	  it's	  
still	  fun	  to	  play.	  This	  game	  was	  
released	  in	  1984.	  It	  was	  a	  sharp	  
shooter	  game	  where	  you	  were	  
supposed	  to	  shoot	  flying	  ducks	  and	  
the	  dog	  would	  catch	  them.	  You	  
would	  use	  something	  like	  the	  Nerf	  
shooter	  and	  try	  to	  shoot	  the	  ducks.	  
The	  thing	  that	  	  
made	  people	  	  
mad	  was	  that	  	  
every	  time	  a	  	  
duck	  escaped	  	  
the	  dog	  would	  	  
make	  the	  most	  	  
annoying	  laugh	  like	  from	  an	  "old	  
cartoon	  dog	  laugh".	  This	  is	  why	  
many	  people	  liked	  that	  Duck	  Hunt	  
was	  in	  Super	  Smash	  Bros	  Wii	  U	  	  to	  	  

beat	  the	  pulp	  out	  of	  him.	  	  	  
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	  Bracelet	  Craze?	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Two	  bracelets	  and	  a	  craze	  
for	  them.	  Lokai	  bracelet	  and	  
Alex	  and	  Ani	  	  
bracelets	  are	  the	  most	  
wanted	  bracelets	  ever	  	  	  	  	  
right	  now.	  Lokai	  bracelets	  
contain	  mud	  from	  the	  black	  sea	  in	  the	  black	  
bead	  and	  water	  from	  Mount	  Everest	  in	  the	  
white	  bead.	  	  The	  rest	  of	  the	  beads	  are	  clear	  
because	  the	  creator	  of	  this	  wanted	  each	  and	  
everyone	  to	  find	  their	  own	  story	  of	  balance	  to	  
tell.	  Meanwhile,	  Alex	  and	  Ani	  bracelets	  bring	  	  

us	  positive	  energy.	  Alex	  and	  
Ani	  sells	  bangles,	  bracelet,	  
necklaces,	  earrings,	  rings,	  	  
and	  handbags.	  Both	  of	  these	  
bracelets	  are	  great	  to	  wear	  
during	  this	  season.	  Happy	  
new	  year!	  :)	  R	  &	  A	  
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Hoops For Heart  
          Hoops for Heart. Every year, this event, which is already 
well-known throughout the student community, has raised large 
amounts of money for heart research. This money then goes to 
the American Heart Association, a foundation dedicated to 
learning more about heart disease.  
          On Monday, a short presentation was made to the gym 
classes about this important topic. That morning, students got 
donation forms and were encouraged to make a contribution. 
On the form, is a list of the prizes                                 you could  
get by donating a 
specific amount 
of money, 
including a  
basketball or even a  
scooter (If you donate more than  
$1000). This morning, an assembly will take place to provide 
more information about this fundraiser to the students. While 
the event will happen in February, it is essential to start the 
donations and get family and friends to contribute to 
the cause now. So start donating – not only will you receive 
prizes, you will help save lives and increase our future knowledge 
of heart problems!  --Andy B. 
 

	  
	  
 
Dear Eighth Grader, 

This year, homework in 
most classes are due all over the 
place. Do you think it would be 
best to start with something 
lengthy, but due later, or 
something short, but due earlier? 
Sometimes I end up having to do 
much of the lengthy homework in 
just a few nights because I 
usually stick with the short 
homework first. :)  

- Periwinkle 
	  
	  
Hey Periwinkle, 
 

         I know that 
you may think the 
planner the school 
gave you is useless.  
But.  It 's .   Not.   
You should always 
do what is due first, but always save time for 
the lengthy homework. Use your planner to 
help plot out how much time you think it 
would take to do the assignment.  
         Also you might want to meet with the 
teacher for suggested guidelines. Don't be 
worried if you end up spending until 6:00pm 
doing your homework. Middle School is 
meant to be the beginning of a long path to 
success, but is worth the cost when you 
become the boss of a big name company.                   
  Best Wishes, 
 An 8th Grader 
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Sphero	  2.0	  	  A new toy/ invention has everyone excited. This 
is the SPHERO 2.0 which is an app controlled ball. But this is not 
just a regular ball. Once you buy the ball for only  $129.99, you 
can download the app which has several games to use the sphero 
with.  The price may seem a bit steep, but you don't have to worry 
about breaking it because it is "life-proof." The power to control  

the Sphero 2.0 is in your hands. 
 Just move your fingers across 
the phone screen to move it 
wireless. It is a very "bright" idea 
since it lights up and changes 
colors. From my personal 
experience it is worth every 
penny, because it'll roll the 
boredom right out of you.   
 –Antonio and Jordan (visit our  
website to see the Sphero in action!)  

	  JURRASIC PARK 4  "Clever girl they made a new one." They made a new 
one, yes Jurassic Park has a forth movie and this time the park is open and 
successful. Also, as usual,  the park goes south, but this time there is a genetically 
engineered dinosaur. That means In-Gen ignored the lessons of the last times: 
"Don't play God." So when Summer 2015 comes along, avoid the raptors, 
remember that the T-Rex's vision is based on movement and you just might survive. 	  M
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